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Abstract

This article reports on a pilot study examining the possible impact of the very different structures of Scottish and Norwegian schools. It compares the situation in Scotland, as in other parts of the UK, where lower secondary classes normally have 12-15 teachers, each for 1-3 hours, and the Norwegian school, where a team of 5 or 6 teachers is attached to a year group, providing for the pupils’ personal needs and social development as well as the academic curriculum. It seeks to relate these different structures to a greater level of trust and connectedness between Norwegian pupils and teachers, as well as the pupils’ sense of personal efficacy.

This exploratory study points towards a relationship between pupil well-being and school size and structure. This is set against the background of

a) the high frequency of exclusions from the lower years of Scottish secondary schools, particularly among boys of lower socio-economic backgrounds; and

b) research which shows that pupils develop less troubled behaviour and enjoy better relationships in smaller schools, and that ethnic minority and low SES pupils in particular achieve higher.

The former is indicative of considerable turbulence in the early years of Scottish secondary schools; the latter points towards a probable relationship between school size and structure, on the one hand, and ethos and achievement on the other, particularly for less advantaged populations. Whilst falling short of a ‘proof’, this small pilot study, conducted with limited resources, nevertheless provides sufficient data to suggest that we should critically re-examine some of the current norms of secondary school organisation in the UK and similar systems. The study has implications for the generation of social capital and the development of learning communities.
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School structure and ethos in Scotland and Norway

The organisation of schools, particularly in the lower secondary years, has been a longstanding if sporadic interest. Many years ago, the work of Maurice Galton and others (e.g. Galton and Willcocks 1983) focused on the difficulties of transfer, and clearly demonstrated a dip in progress and achievement following transition from primary to secondary school. I had worked in two secondary schools in England which had successfully created greater cohesion between a year group of pupils and a team of teachers. In the second of these schools (early-mid 1980s), a six-form entry 11-16 school, first year pupils had spent about 40% of their time with a class teacher, including form time / PSE, English, maths, history and geography. For the rest of the school, although the timetabling was more tradition, the subject department was also the pastoral team for a year group, with the same suite of rooms serving as the department’s teaching space and the year group’s social space. This served very well in most cases, though depending on sufficient commitment from each team of teachers. This suggests that a different structure can provide conditions to support a cultural change, but does not automatically lead to that result.
The Scottish schools inspectorate, in Achieving Success in S1/S2 (SOEID, 1997:11), highlighted the difficulties in the lower secondary school:

Most pupils are taught by a greater number of teachers in S1/S2 than at any other stage in their education. It is not unusual for S1 pupils to be taught by between 13 and 16 different teachers each week. In some cases the number rises to 20 or more. Although the variety of the range of contacts can be popular with pupils, limiting the number of their teachers can make it easier for them to adapt to a new school and to learning effectively. Frequent changes of class throughout the day can lead to a loss of time when settling into a lesson or preparing to move on to the next class. The necessity for tasks to be completed within a single period may not allow sufficient time for lessons which combine direct teaching with genuinely investigative or open-ended learning activities. Taking account of prior learning and monitoring pupils’ progress adequately can be very difficult when periods are short and relatively infrequent.

The inspectors’ survey showed the longest contact between a class and a particular teacher (English or maths) to be around 12-13% of the week (less than three hours a week), and in the case of religious education or music only 4-6%.

In contrast with the clarity of the diagnosis, the recommended treatment was half-hearted. Organisationally, it amounted to a proposal to remove some subjects (basically, non-statutory ones designed to provide an introduction and selling-point for later options) and to use some rotational timetabling (e.g. between different arts or humanities). The target was to reduce the number of teachers a class would face to 10-12 in total. This seemed likely to have only a limited impact on cohesion and relationships. It did not make the necessary structural change to support implementation of its other recommendations (e.g. that teachers should pay more attention to progression and meeting individual needs). Moreover, it would clearly not overcome a key problem of coherence – that of developing better teamwork between the teachers responsible for a particular class. This is exacerbated by the common timetabling practice of allocating teachers randomly to lower secondary classes according to who is left over after timetabling the older years. It is rarely feasible for the ten or twelve teachers who happen to be teaching 1B to meet regularly to discuss emerging issues and individual problems.

Working as an inspector, I had frequently been aware of the gulf between intention and reality, in terms of meeting the needs of individual pupils. The care taken by learning support staff, for instance, in assembling and transmitting academic and pastoral details of individual pupils was often wasted, as the many different teachers who each taught the pupil for one, two, at the most three hours a week were simply overloaded with information, and often struggled to learn pupils’ names. The same learning support teachers, and those with pastoral and management roles, would then spend much of their time dealing with incidents that resulted from clashes between subject specialists and children whom they did not know very well. Increasingly, bureaucratic answers have been sought for a problem which was structurally rooted, i.e. the lack of sustained contact time between a class and its teachers.

Galton’s research was partly replicated twenty years later. In the intervening period, numerous practices had been introduced including meetings between members of staff of the primary and secondary schools, induction days, open evenings, joint projects, summer schools and teacher exchanges. (A full list appears in Galton, Gray and Rudduck 1999:24.) Despite all this, and greater continuity as a result of National Curriculum assessments, the emotional and cognitive problems were still substantial. Nearly 40% of pupils made no progress or regressed, in absolute terms, during the first year of secondary school, compared with their attainment, using the same test, at the end of primary school (ibid: 9-10). Problems of engagement with school (social isolation, lack of enjoyment, low motivation) persisted even at the end of the first year of the new school, with some surprising findings. (Whereas isolation and motivation problems were greater for the lower attainers, the higher attainers
were more likely to experience diminished enjoyment, including liking their teachers less and being less happy at what they were told to do.) (Galton, Comber and Pell 2002: 138-9)

Delamont and Galton (1986:91) devote a chapter to the ‘Luton Airport Syndrome’, a term coined by David Hargreaves to describe the homelessness of pupils who pack into crowded corridors to move from room to room every forty minutes, trailing all their belongings with them. It is surprising then that Galton and his various colleagues do not really pursue the possible relationship between secondary school structure and the problems of school transfer.

Some alternative patterns can be found in various education systems in Europe and America. In the United States, a reform movement known as the Coalition of Essential Schools works on the principle that no teacher should have contact with more than 80 pupils altogether, in contrast to the 200-500 pupils under the typical British school structure. The greater length of time with each class was designed to enable the teachers to develop in-depth learning rather than a rush to cover curriculum content (www.essentialschools.org). The successful adoption of a ‘class teacher’ pattern in the first year of secondary in an English school, whereby a single teacher has the pastoral responsibility and teaches English and humanities subjects amounting to around 40% of the timetable, is described in Wrigley (2000:90-2), and other patterns are summarised in Wrigley (2003: 143-5). Various patterns are summarised in the small high schools webpages of the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation (www.gatesfoundation.org/Education/SmallHighSchools). A reform is underway in the Netherlands, were the policy of significantly reducing the number of different teachers per class now has all-party support (Sissing and Weeber 2001; 2002). In some Scandinavian countries, teachers are qualified to teach several different specialisms, so that each class has only four or five teachers altogether. In 2003, a group of Norwegian headteachers visited some Scottish schools. We subsequently invited one of them to speak to a conference of Scottish headteachers. She declared, to stunned silence, ‘I just don’t understand how you manage to work in your secondary schools. I think they are virtually unmanageable.’

The structure of Scottish and Norwegian schools

Publicly funded secondary schools in Scotland are all organised on comprehensive principles. With few exceptions, they consist of six school years (12-18), with school attendance being compulsory to age 16. Each subject is taught by a qualified specialist, and most secondary teachers’ professional identities are strongly grounded in a sense of subject specialism. The normal pattern of teacher qualification is at least two years undergraduate study in that subject, a PGCE centred on the subject methodology, and a subject-specific registration with the General Teacher Council for Scotland (GTCS). Until recently, when broader faculty structures have been introduced in some education authorities, the line management was to a Principal Teacher (usually one for each subject, including separate sciences). In many larger schools, the strength of the subject allegiance is further marked and supported by teachers taking coffee and lunchbreaks within their own department, and meeting other colleagues less frequently.

This is balanced, at school level, by guidance, management, and learning support structures. The first two align primarily with age cohorts, so that a guidance teacher has responsibility for a year group and a senior manager, in addition to specific whole-school issues, for two year groups.

This structure is often assumed to function well, but it does not make communications straightforward; where it functions less well, it tends to produce a ‘balkanised’ culture (Hargreaves 1994). One metaphor would be to see the subject departments as constituting the nave of a church, with a tendency for cracks to appear. It is the function of the guidance, learning support and management teams to hold the building together. Although recently there have been particular attempts to encourage teachers to view their role more holistically, this has been resisted by those who see their role as providing instruction in the subject while the guidance teachers deal with adolescent idiosyncrasies.
The Norwegian pattern is also based on comprehensive principles, but the ages of transfer are different. The lower secondary phase (the ‘youth school’) begins slightly later, around the age of 13 compared with 12 in Scotland, and lasts for three school years, until age 16. (In some regions, this stage takes place within the same school as primary education, i.e. in the ‘children’s school’, without a transfer.) From age 16-19, the upper secondary schools (the ‘continuing schools’) each provide a general academic track (pre-university) and at least one vocational specialism. Norwegian schools are generally small, in comparison with Scottish schools, with 80-100 pupils per school year being standard even in urban areas, and often far fewer in more remote rural areas.

Unlike Scottish (and other British) secondary schools, the Norwegian ‘youth school’ is organised in year groups, which have both an academic and social function. A year group of 100 pupils typically has a team of 5 or 6 teachers, who between them teach the whole curriculum, take care of pupils’ welfare and social development, liaise with parents, and provide academic and personal guidance. The team generally includes a teacher with particular interests and qualifications in learning support. The team meeting has the power to take decisions on timetable changes, so that it is easy to organise cross-curricular projects, residential, and so on. In schools of this size, teachers do not normally teach outside of the particular year group in any one academic year, though a music specialist, for example, might be borrowed by another year team which lacks that skill. Some may move up with the cohort at the end of the year. Sometimes a teacher is stretched too far beyond their qualifications, however; we encountered one teacher who was being expected to teach six different subjects, and felt it a strain.

The strength of subject identity is nowhere near as strong as among Scottish teachers. Even in the first year of the 16-19 school, where there is a core curriculum in the general academic branch, it is common for more than one subject to be taught by the same teacher. Thus, one teacher might teach Norwegian and English or history, whilst another teaches ‘Realfag’ (i.e. sciences with mathematics, conceived as a single subject).

This pilot study was designed to investigate some possible implications of this key structural difference between the two systems. It is clearly impossible to separate out issues of overall school size from those of internal structure when exploring issues such as engagement and relationships. Also, inevitably, other factors are at work within the respective traditions of the two countries. Nevertheless, at an exploratory level, the study should be valuable in beginning to identify ways in which school structures may provide conditions which foster a particular social and learning culture.

**Existing literature on school size and structure**

A new pedagogical paradigm, which we might loosely term ‘situated learning’, and deriving from Vygotskian social constructivism, implies a need to develop a more contextualised understanding of learning processes and learning cultures. (Hughes 2004; Osborn et al 2003:225) This pilot study can be seen, in part, as contributing to a more contextualised understanding.

The subject-specialist structure of British secondary schools is so nearly universal that there are no systematic studies to compare different approaches. There are occasional case studies (including my own, Wrigley 2000:54 and 90-92) which examine variations. There are a number of American studies based on major school reforms such as the Coalition of Essential Schools (www.essentialschools.org) and diverse models of small school reforms currently sponsored by the Gates Foundation (www.gatesfoundation.org/education/TransformingHighSchools)

The issue of school size, particularly in more deprived urban areas, has been a widespread concern in the USA over the last 10-15 years. Major reforms are now underway in a number of large cities, including New York, Chicago and Boston. The Gates Foundation has given substantial support to this reform movement, including a variety of different models which
usually involve re-structuring to improve learning and social cohesion as well as a reduction in pupil numbers. Research on school size has ranged from large-scale quantitative studies, sometimes involving thousands of schools across several states, to more specific qualitative investigations of case studies, including schools in the process of sub-division or replacement by smaller schools. The studies have sought to correlate size with achievement and with social outcomes, in addition to issues such as teacher collaboration and job satisfaction.

Some of this research is summarised by Flecknoe (2003) in a previous issue of this journal, and by Kahne et al (2005) in the current issue. In the USA Kathleen Cotton’s metastudy (1996, and recently updated electronic version) references 103 previous studies, covering a mixture of outcomes. Its findings point to the superiority of smaller schools in terms of:

- more positive student attitudes
- better social behaviour (measured by truancy, discipline problems, violence, theft, substance abuse and gang participation)
- higher levels of school attendance
- a smaller dropout
- a greater sense of belonging
- higher student academic and general self-concepts
- more positive interpersonal relations between and among students, teachers and administrators
- teacher attitudes towards their work.

Cotton concludes that half the studies which consider achievement show no difference between smaller and larger schools, the other half find smaller schools achieving superior results, but no study suggests that larger schools achieve better results.

A recent government-sponsored English metastudy (Garrett 2004) agrees fully on the social aspects, but is more sceptical on academic success, finding a variable pattern. In particular, the only four UK studies examined (all from England, and three of them using an identical dataset) show attainment improving up to around 900 pupils (11-16 schools; 300 higher for 11-18 schools) but then flattening and peaking at around 1200 before gradually declining. Garrett is unable to establish why the pattern in England appears different from the USA. It is conceivable that this results from the way the market system operates in England, where more popular schools are encouraged to expand up to (and sometimes beyond) their physical capacity, leaving less popular schools with many empty places, and subsequently compelled to accept pupils expelled from the more popular schools. Moreover, the additional pupils attracted to the growing schools tend to be children of more affluent or knowledgeable or determined parents. Thus, in the English context, achievement differences leads to a change in size, rather than simply size affecting achievement.

It is worth noting, however, that even in this environment, the correlation of attainment with size, though ‘statistically significant’, is quite small. Bradley and Taylor (1998) calculate an estimate of 0.7 percentage points (of pupils achieving 5 or more A*-C grades at GCSE) for every 100 additional pupils.

These small gains in attainment have to be balanced against Garrett’s other conclusions:

- that students are more engaged, have greater connectedness with school, and participate more fully in smaller than larger schools;
- that teachers have more positive perceptions of school climate and their ability to influence school policies, and perceive clearer norms and greater levels of co-operation;
- that virtually every study shows students from lower socio-economic backgrounds achieving better in smaller schools.

This last conclusion is to be found in many US studies, even those which are more uncertain about overall attainment. (See, among others, Berlin and Cienkus 1989; Fowler 1995;
Friedkin and Necochea 1988; Howley 1994; Lee and Smith 1995 and 1997.) All these studies conclude that large schools have a more negative impact on ethnic minority pupils and those from lower socio-economic backgrounds. It appears that smaller schools are generally better able to mitigate the poverty effect. This is compounded by a tendency towards poorer attendance and behaviour, and the higher number of school dropouts, in larger schools.

At this point, it is impossible to disentangle school size from the structural issues referred to earlier in this report (the degree of specialisation, the large number of different teachers which each class faces during the week, the very limited time a class spends with any one teacher). It is worth noting, however, that the small school reform in the USA has involved both size and structure. Indeed, one of the key researchers Craig Howley (2004) suggests that the data would be far clearer if one could separate schools which are ‘small by design’ from those which are ‘small by default’. Some small schools retain structures more typical of larger schools, and therefore fail to produce more cohesion – just as some teachers with small classes continue to behave in an impersonal manner. Conversely, some larger schools have been able to improve pupil-teacher relationships. Howley notes, for example, that some ‘schools within schools’ have very limited autonomy. Smallness does not necessarily result in different practices. In the words of John Goodlad (1984:309):

> It is not impossible to have a good large school; it is simply more difficult.

The positive impact of smaller schools on the achievement of low SES and ethnic minority pupils, as well as the social benefits, have enormous implications for many parts of Britain, and especially Scotland where the concentration of poverty is great. In Scotland, a third of the school population are growing up below the poverty line. In both England and Scotland, government policy currently encourages larger schools (see, for example, the Five Year Strategy, DfES 2003). Recently in Scotland, some proposed school amalgamations have been successfully resisted by parents.

**How extensive are problems of social cohesion in the early years of Scottish secondary schools?**

Exclusion statistics provide a useful quantitative indicator suggesting a pattern of troubled relationships and behaviours, and of pupils finding it difficult to engage with school. There has been significant concern about this recently, with some attempts to generate a moral panic about young people’s behaviour. Examining the issue from a different angle, the data can be seen as an indicator that many pupils from lower socio-economic backgrounds in particular find the early years of secondary school unsettling.

According to Scottish government statistics (SEED exclusions data), there were 36,496 exclusions in the 2002-3 session, or 50 cases for every 1000 pupils. Almost all of these were temporary. (332 pupils were taken off the school’s register.) Contrary to popular myth, only 4% of exclusions resulted from physical abuse of staff, and 13% from physical abuse of other pupils. The majority are ascribed to ‘persistent disobedience’ or ‘bad language’.

85% of all exclusions are from secondary schools, amounting to 98 incidents per 1000 secondary pupils. The incidence rises slowly through primary school, but leaps on entry to secondary school, increasing fourfold from P7 to S1. The frequency continues to increase over the next two years, decreasing in S4, the final year of compulsory education in Scotland. Incidences are, understandably, low in the post-compulsory years. Taking S1-S3 together, there are about 125 incidents per 1000 pupils.

Exclusion is nearly four times as likely for boys as for girls. A reasonable estimate is 197 exclusions per 1000 pupils, among S1-S3 boys.

The official data gives various other breakdowns, for example by socio-economic background, special needs, etc. but does not seek to cross-reference the various tables. Despite the hazards, it is revealing to attempt a synthesis of these figures.
Exclusions are more frequent among pupils entitled to free school meals (FSM, the most frequently used poverty indicator in school statistics). From a general baseline of 50 per 1000, it rises to 120 per 1000 for pupils on free school meals (both sexes, all ages), or 2.4 times as high. A reasonable estimate would therefore be 473 exclusions per 1000 pupils for S1-S3 boys entitled to free meals. Similar calculations produce estimates of 429 exclusions for every 1000 S1-S3 boys with Records of Need (i.e. special educational needs above a certain level of gravity), and 894 exclusions per 1000 ‘looked-after’ boys.

Data also exists on a regional breakdown. Taking the lowest and the highest, we would have to multiply by a factor of 0.14 for Shetland (i.e. reduce to about a seventh), but 1.82 for Dundee and 1.74 for Glasgow (nearly double the national average). It would clearly be inappropriate to use both the area factor and poverty factor simultaneously, but legitimate to cross-match area with gender and age-range. This results in estimates for Dundee (a city with a high concentration of poverty) of 357 cases of exclusion for every 1000 S1-S3 boys.

It is important to note that we are dealing here with the number of events in a year, not with the number of individual pupils, since some pupils are excluded more than once. Overall, the 36,496 exclusions involved 20,180 individual pupils. Allowing for the possibility that the ratio might not be uniform across different ages, genders or social categories, an estimate can be reached by using a factor of 0.55 (20180/36496). This suggests that around 260 separate pupils are excluded in a year per 1000 among S1-S3 boys with a free meal entitlement. Such a figure is alarming: in other words, in a single year, during S1-S3, boys on free meals stand a one in four chance of exclusion from school.

This data, although not absolutely reliable, is sufficient to indicate considerable turbulence in the early years of secondary school for a significant population of pupils.

Although further comparison of data is beyond the scope of this paper, it is important to note that in Scotland, as in the rest of the UK, there is considerable inequality of learning outcomes. A recent report, drawing on data from the 2003 Scottish School Leavers’ Survey, establishes that 71% of those with a parent in a higher professional or managerial occupation achieved five or more Standard grades 1-2 (Credit), compared to just 17% of pupils from families in ‘routine’ occupations. While only 6% of leavers in the highest social class failed to achieve any Standard Grades 1-2, the figure was 48% for the lowest groups. Roughly similar data emerges for grades 1-2 in either English or mathematics. 88% of those with a parent in a higher professional or managerial occupation stay on at school after age 16, compared with 48% from families in ‘routine occupations’ (summary by Monro, TESS 10.12.04).

Even without a direct statistical correlation, it would seem reasonable to consider that an unsettled experience of the early years of secondary education might in part contribute to lower attainment at age 16. The Scottish Parliament has sought to improve attainment, particularly for the most disadvantaged groups, by reducing the size of English and maths classes in lower secondary school from 30 to 20. This should have a significant impact, but if the turbulence of the lower secondary experience results partly from a sense of anonymity and disengagement which is related to school size and/or the curriculum and staffing structure, the problems will not be overcome by a reduction in class size alone.

It is time to consider the pilot study comparing a Scottish school with two Norwegian schools.

The case study schools

The schools were chosen opportunistically, because of ease of access, though advantages emerged during the study. The Scottish school, set in a relatively (though not extremely) deprived part of a major city, is of moderate size, but with the customary organisational pattern described above. It has a dedicated and caring staff. One of the Norwegian schools is situated in a moderately sized town, the other serving several villages and the surrounding area. Both are small by British standards, with less than 100 pupils in each of three school years. Like the Scottish school, the staff appear to be committed and the ethos good.
was no clear distinction between school buildings; indeed, one of the Norwegian schools experienced poorer facilities than the Scottish school. Nor was there any indication that any of the sample schools were atypical in terms of the extent of staff or curriculum development, for example.

**Methodology**

This is a mixed-method study, using three complementary approaches to compare schools in both countries:

- a small-scale questionnaire, with questions focusing on pupils’ sense of personal efficacy;
- focus group discussions, designed to explore features of pupils’ experience and perceptions of school, including relationships and their experience of school work;
- lesson observations, shadowing a class through a complete day.

To ensure similar ages, these methods were used with S2 classes in a Scottish school (upper and lower set) and a first year class in two Norwegian schools. Interviews and informal discussions with teachers were used to clarify aspects of school and curricular organisation.

**The questionnaire**

A survey was administered to one class in the Scottish school, and, in translation, to one class in each of the two Norwegian schools. We had originally intended to use this tool with the other Scottish class which we observed, but this proved impractical. Since the Scottish school was setted, and it was the higher set which responded to the survey, this might potentially place the Scottish school at an advantage, or at least compensate for lower levels of poverty in the Norwegian populations. (Norwegian classes are unstreamed.) The results were analysed in a variety of ways, using SPSS software.

A survey, based loosely on Richards and Neill’s Life Effectiveness Questionnaire (LEQ), though avoiding duplicate items, put 16 statements requiring pupils to evaluate their own qualities and approaches in learning. They included questions referring to personal organisation, peer leadership, and communication skills. For example:

- I am open to new ideas.
- I am a good leader when a task needs to be done.
- When I do a task, I am confident I will succeed.
- I communicate well with adults.

Pupils were asked to respond using a five point scale:

- √√ nearly always / very true
- √ often / quite true
- ? sometimes true
- X often false
- XX definitely not true

Overall, both Scottish and Norwegian pupils tended towards the positive side of the spectrum (?, √ or √√):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1%</th>
<th>1%</th>
<th>6%</th>
<th>25%</th>
<th>45%</th>
<th>23%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Norwegian</td>
<td>XX</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scottish</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, major differences emerged, the Norwegian pupils’ responses to almost every question being substantially more positive than the Scottish pupils. The total number of pupils answering positively (‘true’ or ‘very true’) was expressed as a percentage of the total number of respondents. The Norwegian pupils’ percentages were (with one exception) consistently higher than the Scottish; combining the responses to all 16 questions, there was a difference of 20 percentage points (73% compared with 53%). (The only question where the Norwegian response was marginally more negative was to the statement ‘I do not waste time’ which only
about a third of Scottish and also of Norwegian pupils identified with. This indicates that the Norwegian pupils were not thoughtlessly positive in their responses, and that honesty and realism are still common virtues among young people of both countries.)

There were particularly big differences in response (by 36 and 37 percentage points) to the statements:

I have the ability to do anything I want to do.
I don't get worried, even if the task is difficult.

These two statements were identified as ‘statistically significant’, as were:

I plan and use my time efficiently.
I am successful in social situations.
I do my best to get the details right.
I change my thinking if there’s a better idea.
I try to get the best results when I do things.

The lowest levels of assent were from the Scottish pupils, to the statements:

I don’t get worried, even if the task is difficult.
I am a good leader when a task needs to be done.

Many of these differences suggest that the Norwegian pupils have acquired greater self-confidence in themselves as learners, and in their ability to operate in the school environment. Part of this may be due to higher levels of social deprivation in the Scottish school, though this was partly mitigated by the application of the questionnaire to an upper set. However, putting this evidence together with the focus group interviews and the observations summarised below, it appears more likely that it is a consequence of the way the schools are structured, and of the learning cultures which are made possible by these different forms of internal organisation.

**Focus group interviews**

A short (20-30 minute) semi-structured interview was held with five pupils each in both of the Scottish classes and both of the Norwegian schools. The results are summarised below. The pupils’ responses should not automatically be assumed to be reliable, though even when they are not, they may still be valuable as reflecting the way the pupils understand their realities.

*How well do pupils and teachers know each other?*

How many teachers do you have altogether?
Do any teachers know you really well?
Do you feel confident talking to them all?
If you had a personal problem, would you discuss it with a teacher?

To give a greater degree of shared meaning to these questions, we added as examples:

(Q2) If you have a hobby, like playing for a sports team or a musical instrument, would your teacher know that? If there was a new baby in your house, would they soon know?

(Q4) Suppose you were in trouble with the law, or your parents were arguing a lot and that was bothering you, would you feel able to discuss it with any teacher?

The Scottish pupils estimated the number of their teachers as 12 or more, the Norwegians as 5 or 6, adding, in one school, that two of them are our ‘main teachers’. (This reflects a pattern whereby one or two teachers have a guidance and pastoral role for a class, as well as teaching the class for a substantial portion of the week.)

The Scottish pupils did not feel that their teachers would know such details of their lives, but there were some differences in the response to other questions. The lower set pupils said ‘No, couldn’t talk to them, any of them. No, I wouldn’t go to anybody with a problem’. Some of the upper set pupils said they could approach their SE (PSE / Guidance) teacher; they felt
confident to talk to teachers but ‘not about personal problems, just stuff.’ The Norwegian pupils answered very readily that their teachers knew them well. They all agreed on this. ‘They know us. Our teachers know about our interests. They also know where most of us live.’ ‘Yes, our main teachers know us well. They know our hobbies’. One of the Norwegian pupils insisted he could not discuss a family problem with his teacher - they were related! One pupil explained:

We write a log which the class teacher collects at the end of the week. In that log, we can tell the teacher whether we would like a meeting with him. One of the questions we answer in the log is ‘How are you?’

**What is the scope for exercising choice during time at school?**

When do you have a choice about what work to do in school? [We asked the pupils to give a typical situation.]

What do you choose about?

How do you decide?

How often do you have choices? [which subjects]

The Scottish pupils gave some examples of choice: ‘PE sometimes… football or basketball’ ‘Last day of term.’ ‘Powerpoint.’ ‘In technical…candleholder.’ ‘Can decide trips out.’ They gave the impression that these were quite rare events. Ironically, in one art class, we had just seen a wide range of choice exercised by the pupils; perhaps the pupils have come to think of school as a place where they do not exercise choice, which is interesting in itself. One added, ‘The teacher says what to do.’

The Norwegian pupils were quite articulate and forthcoming in response to these questions.

Yes we do have choices in some subjects. Very often in PE. We get to choose themes for stories to write in Norwegian. We’ve also decided on some excursions, as part of our studies, for example to the Eidsvoll [the hall where the Norwegian constitution was drawn up, and independence was claimed].

In the middle period, we can choose what to do, for example what kind of sport we want to practice. Sometimes in some subjects (maths, Norwegian, social subjects) the teacher writes a list on the board of different tasks we can do, and we choose from the list.

Nevertheless, they felt this wasn’t really enough – ‘We don’t make many choices in a day.’ Others referred to the Storyline activity they were planning (a two-day social studies project – see below), saying ‘We don’t think there are going to be any freeloaders. Everybody will contribute.’ Project work was quite common, and one pupil explained, ‘We chose our own planet in science, and when we were doing Norway, we each chose which towns we would find out about.’

**How much discussion is there, and opportunities to express opinions?**

How often are you able to give your own opinion and ideas? Can you tell us when, or give us some examples?

The Scottish pupils’ responses varied according to the class. The lower set seemed unable to answer this, offering us only ‘Pizza’ on which we could obtain no further information. The upper set gave various examples: ‘We had a debate about euthanasia in RE.’ ‘We had a discussion in English about teenagers… sex, drugs, rock’n’roll, you know!’ Because we were aware that sometimes Scottish teachers use ‘discussion’ to refer to a whole-class activity which is closely controlled by the teacher’s questions, we asked them to explain how this works: ‘Who speaks first? Does anybody ask questions? How do you sit?’ We were told that the teacher asked different pupils questions, and the pupils were seated in rows.

Both Norwegian groups answered this question enthusiastically:
All the time! You just have to put your hand up! We’re encouraged to follow the news and very often we discuss the news in the morning. It’s much more interesting to listen to the discussion if you’ve seen the news. Yes, we have real discussions. One pupil responds to another pupil’s statement, and that person might explain more after that as well. We discuss a wide range of topics: TV programmes, the royal family, the European Union… We have most discussion in religion, Norwegian and social studies.

We give our own opinions in every class! We have discussions in the classroom every day – mostly we discuss in Norwegian, English and social studies.”

What is the extent of cooperative work and a sense of audience?

Do you work in groups?
Do you ever present or read or perform your work to others?

Working in groups was a feature of Scottish and Norwegian schools. The Scottish pupils mentioned particular subjects (French, art, PE). They referred to an activity of making a board game in business studies, and forming quiz teams for English. The Norwegian pupils were emphatic:

Yes, very often – but on Thursdays, in the middle hour, we have to work alone. We’ve also had group tests in social studies. Some pupils prefer to work alone.

We usually sit in pairs in the classroom, but sometimes in fours. In these settings, we discuss and exchange ideas very often.

The Scottish pupils mentioned sometimes doing a talk in English, or telling the class about a film they’d seen, or doing a poster. They also mentioned putting a display on the wall in French, or having a photograph displayed in the French corridor. One group also mentioned working on a mural [with a community artist]. We had the impression that presentations were more frequent in the Norwegian classrooms, and formed the natural conclusions of group investigations.

Yes, we sometimes have presentations on our own in front of the class. We have to present all our group projects. You can have a little note in front of you, but it is better if we don’t read directly from it. Sometimes we use overheads or maps to illustrate what we’re saying. We also perform plays in Norwegian; the more you adapt to your role, the better it is.

In social studies, we have to study issues in depth. We work in groups and present our findings in front of the class. Sometimes we make posters and hang them on the classroom walls.

How does differentiation of work operate?

It is important to note that setting or streaming is not practised in Norwegian schools (though one school had a small withdrawal group for literacy skills.) The Scottish school sets by subject / groups of subjects, but this does not of course eliminate differences within classes. Many pupils are together in the lower or upper set for many of their subjects. An important way in which Norwegian schools provide differentiated work is through the class’s fortnightly learning plan, a statement covering the whole curriculum which details all the tasks which individuals are expected to complete. This provides alternatives for some tasks, whether more challenging or more basic, and often the pupils make the choice. Around one lesson per day is left free of formal teaching to work on the fortnight’s tasks, and the rest are completed at home.

How is the work adjusted so that it is suitable for different people in the class?
Who decides what you should do? How? Do you have a say?
Give an example of different people getting different work?
Is the work usually right for you?
The Scottish pupils in both upper and lower sets mentioned ‘helpers’, specifically in Maths, English or French. Apart from that, they believed that all pupils in the class do the same work. There was, in both groups, concern about mathematics. From a lower set pupil:

Maths is too easy …they said we didn’t pass it, but we did, so we’re in the wrong group.

Conversely, from an upper set pupil:

If you’re moved up a class, it’s hard because you haven’t done the work.

The Norwegian pupils gave the following accounts:

Everybody in the class is on roughly the same level. We can choose whether we want to do the harder tasks. What we are given in homework sometimes varies between the levels we are on.

The tasks are adjusted to different levels, but sometimes people who are not as clever get more help from the teacher. There’s also a group for people who need extra help with Norwegian. At the end of each fortnight, we each write a self-evaluation about the learning plan and the tasks we’ve carried out. We say what we were satisfied with, and if we had any difficulties. We like that system.

However, this explanation was prefaced by the belief that ‘We’re all at the same level, so we don’t need much adjustment.’

**Sources of confusion (in class / around school), and how the school experience might be improved**

Do you ever get confused in class?
What causes this? How do you solve it?
Does anyone help? Try to give examples.
Do you ever get worried around the school? Why?
What would improve it?

It was at this point that the Scottish pupils, in both classes, made explicit references to the degree of teacher control. With some pupils, the tone was critical, but with others, it was simply a neutral explanation, the reason why nobody’s confused. Nevertheless, it marks a significant cultural difference compared with Norwegian schools. Here are some responses:

No. They say sit, you jump, you do what they say.
They tell you what to do…when you have to do something.
You find classes. You get used to it.

The Norwegians’ responses were more learning-focused.

It varies from person to person… You can be confused if you’re tired…If you’ve got a headache, then you sit by the window… We are maybe less focused on Fridays – we just want to get out.

They ask the teacher or another pupil if they can repeat what has been said. When we have study hours, it alternates between ‘quiet hour’ and ‘co-operation hour’.

The lower set Scottish pupils asserted very firmly ‘No, no,’ they didn’t like school. They particularly wanted places to relax. Unfortunately, with the upper set pupils, time was short, and we didn’t obtain a response. The Norwegians asked for ‘more activities in the school yard… and to start later in the morning.’ ‘We want new showers in the cloakrooms.’ Some referred to ‘mobbing’ (a near synonym to ‘bullying’, with public and in-school campaigns to eliminate it.)

During the winter, we sometimes get ‘baptised’ in the snow. It’s not funny.

**Lesson observations**
There is not the space to give detailed descriptions of the 20 or so lessons observed, but it is useful to make some general characterisations. None of this is intended to be critical of individuals, but may help to convey some of the differences of learning culture into which teachers, as well as pupils, have been socialised and which come to appear as ‘normal’ within a particular education system. The specific examples given are not intended to be representative, but simply to illustrate cultural features.

Scotland

The Scottish lessons tended to be closely teacher-directed, and sometimes activities were carried out by the teacher which pupils could safely and easily have done for themselves. A strong use was made of demonstrations, and lessons were often carefully structured. Pupils were explicitly held back from taking initiatives in doing valuable activities on several occasions (for example, using magnifying glasses to study crystals). In another class, the pupils made various suggestions on how they might investigate something, but were always told ‘next time’. (One pupil commented loudly, ‘It’s always next time.’) Very little of the pupils’ work could be described as ‘exploratory’; immediate answers were expected to teachers’ questions, rather than attempts to investigate or research. By contrast, in the art lesson, pupils were encouraged to make choices, including the medium they were working in. The communications were much more fluid and multi-directional in this lesson, and pupils’ work was celebrated through display. In this subject pupils seemed comfortable exercising initiative.

The teachers generally focused well on the pupils, seeking to relate to them positively and give clear explanations pitched to the right level. All teachers seemed to be positive about pupils, although there were signs of strain in this, including pupils being thrown out of lessons, or others being denied entry. Pupils were generally well behaved, and listened well, but often not really engaged.

The standard furniture arrangement was in rows, but there were round tables in the library and, in one room, computers round the walls. It was surprising to see a class of two pupils (a reading recovery lesson) seated in a small classroom at desks similarly arranged in rows; there were only about 12 seats in this small room altogether. Even in this class, the normal style was of synchronous activities, and when either of the two pupils tried to expand or develop an idea, the teacher quickly moved them on.

Resources were good (much better than in one of the Norwegian schools). There were interactive whiteboards, and well written and illustrated text books. However, pupils were rarely given time to use the textbooks. For example, only 20 or 30 seconds was allowed to study a page about the structure of the earth, and to make sense of the illustration and its labels. The teacher soon substituted his own explanation. Perhaps the assumption was that the pupils’ reading skills were too weak to make sense of this; the problem, however, is that the reading does not develop.

The teachers frequently asked questions, and there was little pupil contribution except in answer to specific questions. Pupil contributions lasting more than three or four words were rare, and hardly ever legitimised:

- In the lower set, two pupils gave longer answers but the teacher spoke across them.
- In an upper class, pupils made various attempts to engage in discussion of the topic, but the teacher didn’t seem to notice the raised hands.
- Another teacher simply talked over pupils if they began to develop a point beyond a specific two or three word answer to the teacher’s question.

Occasionally, the pupils would answer in chorus, and the teacher was able, by his reaction, to turn yes into no, or a mixture of yes and no into a universal yes.
Even in the upper set, there were, from some teachers, overt signs of limited expectations: ‘I know writing’s not your strong point.’ There was rarely any attempt to find out what pupils already knew; at other times, this was done by asking the whole class a question, and a response from one or two pupils was taken to mean that the class as a whole would know.

Higher levels of thinking were quite rare. There were some glimpses of this in some pupils’ responses, but no attempt to build upon them or to develop a deeper understanding through sustained dialogue. There was a tendency for writing to consist of copying or answering straightforward factual questions. Often a small adjustment to a task would have forced the pupils to think rather than simply carry out a task as routine. There was little sustained discussion in which pupils could handle and develop more complex ideas. In some lessons, the pupils might have benefitted from more direct experience or objects or models to handle.

There were strong boundaries between subjects, and sometimes confusion. For example, they had been studying the earth and solar system in both geography and science, but without any liaison, the teacher was left saying, vaguely, ‘You should have done it in geography?’

There were signs of a clear difference of expectation between the upper and lower set. In the lower one, the emphasis was ‘you can’t expect too much of this class’ (said within the hearing of pupils) and ‘you have a bit of fun – not too much focus on tests’. The upper set, although only S2, were being reminded constantly of the examinations at the end of S4: ‘It’s important to learn this, it’ll come up in your Standard Grade.’

It is worth mentioning, as a possible indication of cultural differences between education systems, a fortuitous incident involving a pupil who had one Danish and one Scottish parent, and who had recently moved to Scotland. (This is non-judgemental, and we have no other knowledge of the pupil’s behaviour or past record.) She made it clear that she resented and resisted the norms of classroom discipline in the Scottish school. She commented, ‘Scottish schools are very strict … there are always punishments. You never get punished for talking back to teachers in Denmark.’

**Norway**

Many lessons in Norway were conducted as whole-class lessons, and co-ordinated by the teacher. The word ‘co-ordinated’ is perhaps the best word to describe a style in which pupils freely take part in a kind of open conversation. We saw relatively little direct instruction, maybe because we were approaching the end of the school year. (Perhaps there is too little direct teaching.) The curriculum appears to be built less out of relatively self-contained lessons, and more on longer term activities of which we saw various stages – an announcement of a forthcoming project; a discussion of what questions they could ask on tomorrow’s visit; pupils presenting their findings to the class; evaluations of tasks and tests. One class was going to visit a nearby lake, and had been introduced to pH tests. What questions did they plan to ask? A teacher presented statistics showing how the class had done on a test, explained certain answers, and pointed out common problems and invited discussion of them. In addition to our day of lesson observation in each school, we observed a Maths Day, in which groups of pupils had designed activities which others then toured.

One class were introduced to the Storyline they were to begin in a few days. This would be shared with other classes in the same year. Storyline is a particular kind of thematic work built around a narrative structure. It is popular in Scandinavia, where it is known as ‘the Scottish method’. (This came as quite a surprise: although invented at Jordanhill teaching college, it has been largely squeezed out by a national curriculum built from distinct subjects, and perhaps also by accountability pressures.)

You will spend a whole day and two half days on this. We will divide into two communities, based on our two villages. On the first day, you don’t need to come into school: you can meet up in small groups anywhere in the two villages, but you must
text us at 9 and at 2 to say where you are. It’s a kind of role play, where you will
divide into families of four people. It’s up to you how to organise your family.
[Pupils suggest single parents, grandparents, a gay partnership.] Yes, it’s entirely up
to you, except that everybody should be at least ten years old. Your first task will be
to write a card which presents the character you are: work, personal interests, position
in the family, income and so on. You will have to find out more about the kind of life
you’re living and how this fits in to life in the community. Your teachers will have
particular roles - postmen, police officers, church ministers – and from time to time
they will make things happen. There will also be public discussions and you’ll have
to act in character and stand up for your opinions and interests. In the end, you’ll
present your activity on posters.

The pupils were clearly accustomed to organising themselves in such extended activities, and
the teachers felt they would be well motivated and could be trusted. The teachers were
respected, but relationships were quite relaxed and good-humoured. Teachers expressed
confidence about pupils’ abilities:

I know you know this. Still, it’s easy to forget so we’ll just make sure.

[One boy asks if he can be an infant, in the Storyline.] Yes, you often play that part,
but not this time. Why not try something else?

There was no set pattern to furniture, which was moved around during the day. However,
unlike the Scottish school, the classes spent most of the day in the one room. One classroom
was poorly furnished, with quite old desks with vertical boards attached; pupils organised
these in a haphazard fashion to make study carrels, giving themselves a degree of privacy in
study lessons. There were no whiteboards, though textbooks were good. The science
equipment in one Norwegian school seemed poor, compared to the Scottish school, but did
dhave the advantage that it could be used safely and flexibly by pupils with minimal
supervision. (Instead of gas taps in the science room, pupils borrowed small camping stoves
from the storeroom.) On the field behind one school, we saw a three-sided hut which the
pupils had built, open at one side and large enough to shelter a class from snow and rain. This
was used for a variety of learning and recreational purposes, including outdoor science
lessons.

Patterns of communication were of particular interest. Open questions were frequent:

What are the various features of a short story? Would you like to give some
eamples.

or the homework question:

Ask an adult about a political crisis they remember, and what caused it.

Higher level questions and tasks were frequent in the textbooks used in independent study
periods. The pupils themselves often asked questions. Presentations to the rest of the class
were a normal conclusion to investigations and projects.

We began to notice a pattern in whole-class communications. In Scotland, as in some other
English-speaking countries, interactions are generally controlled by the teacher’s question (in
the IRF or Initiate / Respond / Feedback pattern described by Sinclair and Coulthard (1974);
the teacher initiates, a pupil responds, the teacher gives feedback, perhaps simply repeating
the response, before opening another IRF sequence). In our Norwegian classrooms, the
teacher would tend to begin to speak quite slowly. After two or three sentences, s/he would
pause for a few seconds. A pupil would make a contribution. The teacher would then engage
for several exchanges in a dialogue with that pupil, or others might join in. Alternatively,
even before the pause, a pupil might interrupt the teacher, even finishing off the sentence.

Another interesting variant on question and answer came in the form of a quiz. The
groundrules were different to those one might expect. As well as answering questions in this
news quiz, pupils would freely comment on recent events. The pupils explained that they saw it as an incentive to watch the television news; it did not function as a test.

Another interesting aspect was the use of questions not to trigger existing knowledge but to encourage further enquiry. This was a use made by teachers, but could also characterise how teachers responded to pupils’ questions. Before the trip to the lake, one pupil asked, ‘So if the water is sour, what happens to the fish?’ The teacher withheld an answer, inviting the class to research this further.

Sometimes the cognitive level of an activity was low. Quite a long time was spent making models of planets, for example, with no apparent direction or discussion. (Perhaps that came before or after, and it was judged important to give time for sensory experience.) Frequently however pupils were engaged in challenging exchanges with teachers or each other. The textbook questions for independent study were pitched at a high level, and pupils frequently wrote a half or whole page in response. Some examples:

- Why does the climate in Norway vary so much from place to place?
- Why are Norwegian rocks sometimes found in Denmark?
- What makes good soil for agriculture?
- What were the consequences of specialisation in occupations?
- Study the painting ‘Strike’. How does the painter use light? What do you think are his intentions?

Pupils were generally well behaved, and the atmosphere relaxed. Several times we saw friendly banter between pupils and teachers. On one occasion pupils locked the teacher out of the class; his response was serious but not over-excited: ‘Jokes like this can be very funny, but I’m not feeling amused by this.’ The lesson soon continued. Frequently pupils worked without overt supervision, or even without a teacher in sight. Pupils were expected to take responsibility for their own learning:

P: I don’t think I have that in my book. I was probably ill that day.
T: You know that it’s your responsibility to copy from your fellow pupils if you’ve been away. Make sure you copy it in the break now, so that you have it for your test tomorrow.

Tests were quite frequent, and were taken seriously, both as a check at the end of a fortnight’s learning plan and at year end. The latter were often open-book tests, with a text to prepare beforehand; they tended to consist of one or more extended task, rather than short recall answers or essays. One teacher congratulated some pupils for spending three hours on their test; another reminded a class to bring enough food and to take proper breaks. [They were allowed to leave the room when they needed to.] Other end of year tests were oral: make a presentation on [depending on the subject] the Cold War; genes; disease prevention; triangles. Or in English, after studying a textbook and internet sites, to speak about the American Declaration of Independence, including the revolutionary war and women’s situation at the time.

**Conclusions**

It is frequently difficult, in education, to establish a direct causality, since so many factors are at play. This study is no exception. Should we ascribe the patterns of classroom learning to the teachers’ personalities; to their training; to the national traditions; to the official curriculum documents; to historical features of the education system; to school size; or to the organisation of the curriculum and school? Any or all of these could be a factor. As we saw earlier, the extensive American research on school size and associated structures has not shown an automatic effect on achievement, but there is sufficient regularity to indicate a formative influence. Recalling Goodlad’s formulation once more (1984:309):

> It is not impossible to have a good large school; it is simply more difficult.
Similarly, it would be going too far to suggest that the learning cultures we found in Norwegian schools were a direct consequence of the year team organisation, but, examining the three sets of data (from the questionnaire, the focus groups and the observations), it seems fair to argue that the structure generates sufficient trust for such a pedagogy and learning culture to flourish. Of course, individual subject teachers can do this in the tighter frame of the Scottish curriculum but it is much more difficult and requires unusual talents and determination. When a teacher only sees a class for an hour or three a week, it seems much safer to take a more controlling stance. The teacher might realise that sometimes it would be good if a pupil could interrupt with an idea, or if the chain of contributions to a discussion could move round the class, or if the pupils could start asking questions, but this is dangerous if you’re not too sure about the individuals and you could lose control of the class; safer to frame their contributions in a more disciplined way through your succession of closed questions. To move outside such patterns really does require a closer knowledge of your class than you have time for, and a well established nexus of trust. Besides, if you’re worried about ‘covering the syllabus’, you need to maximise the transmission of knowledge rather than allowing for exploration and discussion.

We are dealing inevitably with tendencies and favourable conditions, rather than direct causality, but conditions and structures are important when considering educational change. To paraphrase Brecht’s Galileo, ‘Unhappy the school that needs heroes.’

We sit at a particular crossroads in the development of schooling. It is not hard to see that ‘kids are different today’, and that their expectations and experiences are often out of step with the established patterns of schooling. This is not to suggest that schools should simply assimilate to youth cultures, but they must adapt to changing circumstances. Nor are the learning needs the same as they were; the role of teachers in transmitting knowledge has become less central in the computer age. The world is awash with easily accessible information, but it is all the more important for young people to learn how to select and critically evaluate it. The learning culture of the Norwegian classrooms does seem more in tune with these changing conditions and expectations.

Scottish teachers are constantly being asked to transform their practices – to differentiate, to be more inclusive, to improve the school ethos, to develop creativity and critical thinking, to make schools more conducive to democratic citizenship, as well as raising attainment. Such changes certainly need collegiality, time for reflection and well-planned staff development, but even with all these, it is difficult to see them succeeding within the present highly-specialised structures where, at best, the class-teacher contact amounts to three hours a week. And this is before we even consider the role of schooling to socialise young people, to promote their social and moral and cultural development, to foster empathy and a sense of justice. These also take time, and cannot be relegated to the PSHE lesson.

Most young people survive and gain qualifications and turn out to be reasonably civilised human beings in today’s schools, but do they really prosper? For many others, the experience of schooling is unsatisfying and even parlous. A situation in which a quarter of the 12-15 year old males of Dundee or Glasgow, or of adolescent boys on free meals or with Records of Need, suffer exclusion from school each year must give cause for concern. For some pupils, an exclusion will serve as a warning to change their ways; for many it will further promote their sense of disengagement from school and all it stands for. It cannot be called ‘inclusion’.

School exclusions do not lead directly or inevitably to alienation in later adolescence, or antisocial behaviour, or trouble with the law, but sometimes they do, and even if this were never to happen, it is hard to describe our present schools as well developed nurturing communities. They can be unsettling even for well adjusted young people, let alone for those whose lives are already troubled.

The challenge which Scotland’s inspectors identified nearly ten years ago (SOEID 1997), and then ducked, has not gone away in the meantime. The problem cannot be overcome by
school-level initiatives alone. It would require an unfreezing of current patterns of teacher education, and a more flexible approach to teacher registration. An alternative needs to be opened to the current norm of secondary teachers registered to teach a single subject to year S1-6 (ages 12-18). A workable alternative would be a specialism to age 18 (i.e. university entrance), accompanied by a more general qualification for S1-2, for example sciences and maths; or English and social subjects (history, geography, modern studies). Some use could also be made of the Chartered Teacher qualification to extend an experienced teacher’s range beyond a single specialism. Clearly solutions cannot simply be transferred from one national context to another. However, a reform of the first stage of secondary education, in the direction of greater social cohesion, is arguably a precondition for the future development of Scottish schools and so that the transformations identified by so many progressive policy documents can become reality.

The author can be contacted by email: terry.wrigley@ed.ac.uk

---

1 The word ‘pupil’ is used in this article, rather than student, as this is the normal term for learners of any age in both Scottish and Norwegian schools.

2 Guidance teachers undertake pastoral care of various kinds, liaise with parents, provide personal and academic guidance, and teach Personal Social and Health Education. Learning support teams work alongside, or together in the same team as, behaviour support staff. The management team of a typical Scottish secondary school consists of the headteacher and three or four others.

3 It has its origins in the ‘grammar schools’ which provided an academically oriented curriculum for around 20% of the population. Such schools were generally quite small, however, typically with about 30 teachers and 500 or 600 pupils. As comprehensive schools were established, this structure was adopted by the new, and considerably larger, schools. Moreover, the new schools served a very different, and sometimes more troubled, population.

4 Some of this data is extrapolated from graphs, accounting for approximations.

5 Overall, in S1-S3, 79% of exclusions are of boys, compared with (an assumption of) 50% of boys in these year groups overall. Therefore, to estimate the number of male exclusions for every 1000 S1-S3 boys, we can multiply 125 (exclusions per 1000 in S1-3, boys and girls together) by a factor of 1.58 (79/50), or 197 male exclusions per 1000 S1-S3 boys.

6 Combining boys and girls, across all types of school, there are 50 exclusions per 1000 pupils; restricting to pupils entitled to free school meals this increases to 120 cases per 1000. Assuming that there is little difference at lower secondary level than the overall proportion, one can reasonably multiply the 197 cases per 1000 among S1-S3 boys by a factor of 2.4 (120/50), i.e. 473 cases for every 1000 S1-S3 boys with free school meal entitlement. Similarly there are 109 exclusions per 1000 pupils, among pupils with records of need, compared with 50 across the whole school population. Thus, 109/50 gives a factor of 2.18, leading to an estimate of 429 exclusions for every 1000 S1-S3 boys with Records of Need (i.e. special educational needs above a certain level of gravity). Likewise 227 exclusions per 1000 pupils, among looked-after children, again compared with 50 across the whole school population, gives a factor of 4.54 (227/50) or 894 exclusions for 1000 ‘looked-after’ boys.

7, 91 and 87 per 1000 respectively, compared with 50 per 1000 across the whole school population. This produces a calculation of 7/50 or a factor 0.14 for Shetland, 91/50 or a factor of 1.82 for Dundee, and 87/50 or a factor of 1.74 for Glasgow.

8 The ‘middle hour’ is a reference to the period set aside for supervised study rather than teacher-led instruction. The pupils work at any tasks in the class’s weekly or fortnightly study plan. These plans often give some alternatives, e.g. extension tasks or simplified versions. Pupils are not restricted to tasks within the range of subject specialisms of the supervising teacher, but if they do, they are able to ask for help.

9 Social studies is regarded as a single subject, combining what Scottish schools often call the ‘social subjects’, i.e. history, geography and modern studies. Sometimes the emphasis is on one of these, sometimes they combine.

10 There are some limited alternatives to this at present, but mainly restricted to registration for a further foreign language, or to extend from a single science to the others, and some history teachers are also registered for modern studies.
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